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Sales Circular No. D-30/2013 
From 
 
 
  CE/Commercial, 
  DHBVN, Hisar. 
 
To 
 
  All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge Sub office, in DHBVN. 
 
  Memo No.Ch-30 /SE/Comml/R-16/9/2007/S/C  Dated: 25/6/2013  

 
 Subject: Peak Load Exemption Charge (PLEC).  
 

  Please refer to Sales Circular No. D-8/2013 dated 8/3/2013 vide which 

Instructions for levying   of peak load exemption charges for power consumed during 

peak load hours was issued. Now Management has decided that quantum of units to be 

allowed during peak load hours be calculated as per formula approved by HERC vide 

order dated 20/6/2013 on Tariff for FY-2013-14 & the terms and conditions shall be 

followed as under henceforth:- 

1) HT Industrial consumers where metering is through Electronic Tri – Vector Meter 

with the facility of recording consumption during the peak load hours shall be 

eligible.  

2) All the eligible HT Consumers as mentioned above can draw power upto 20% of 

their contract demand during peak load hours without any permission from the 

licensee. The permissible consumption of such consumers during peak load 

hours in a month will be worked out as per the following formula :- 

 
Permissible consumption:    
in kVAh  

20% of contract demand in kVA 
X  no. of peak load hours X 30    

   

  The consumption during peak load hours in a month upto the level of 

permissible consumption as above shall be charged at Rs. 1.90/kVAh extra over and 

above the normal tariff as peak load exemption charges.  In case consumption during 

peak load hours in a month exceeds the permissible consumption, such excess 

consumption (over and above the permissible consumption) shall be charged at Rs. 

3.80/kVAh extra as peak load exemption charges over and above the normal tariff. 



3) The eligible HT consumers who intend to avail power more than 20% of contract 

demand during peak load hours shall be required to exercise their option for 

availing special dispensation. Those consumers who submit their options to the 

licensee for availing power beyond 20% of contract demand shall be allowed 

permission/special dispensation by the Management subject to the technical 

feasibility on first come first served basis.  The permissible consumption of such 

consumers during peak load hours in a month shall be worked out as under: 

Permissible consumption: in 
kVAh 

Allowed special dispensation  in 
kVA X  no. of peak load hours X 30    

  The consumption during peak load hours in a month up to the level of 

permissible consumption corresponding to special dispensation as worked out above 

shall be charged at Rs. 1.90/kVAh extra over and above the normal tariff as peak load 

exemption charges. In case consumption during peak load hours in a month exceeds 

the permissible consumption, such excess consumption (over and above the 

permissible consumption) shall be charged at Rs. 3.80/kVAh extra as peak load 

exemption charges over and above the normal tariff. 

  The charges as per normal tariff, FSA and any other charges in vogue 

shall be chargeable for the consumption during peak load hours besides the peak load 

exemption charges as above. 

4) Special dispensation beyond 20% on demand of consumer will be decided by the 

Management on the merit of each case who are being fed from purely industrial 

feeder / independent industrial feeder and working in 3 shifts.   

5) All others HT industrial consumers where TOD facility for recording consumption 

during peak load hours is not available, they are not allowed to run their 

industries during peak load hours.  

6)  SDO/OP should take the reading of all such type of HT consumers who opt this 

facility for billing purposes and also ensure that real time consumption of meter is 

in order to avoid any complication at the later stage.    

7)  The PLEC shall not be applicable on those industrial consumers who are being 

supplied from rural agriculture or rural domestic feeders as they are already 

being given heavily curtailed supply 

8) The peak load hours (which are subject to change) are as under. 

Morning peak load hours Nil 
Evening peak load hours 18:30 Hours to 22:00 Hours 

 

9) Special dispensation which are allowed earlier be treated as withdrawn & such 

consumer may apply afresh. 



10)  The special dispensation can be withdrawn at any time without giving any notice 

depending upon system constraints. 

11) All the HT consumers may be intimated by the SDO concerned about the above 

terms and conditions through a notice to avoid any complication at the later 

stage. 

  This supersedes the Sales Circular No. D-8/2013 and related instructions 

in the matter.   

   The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all concerned for 

careful and meticulous compliance. 

 

              CE/Commercial,  
          DHBVN, Hisar   
 


